Variation across space, species and methods in models of spring phenology
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A B S T R A C T

Predicting spring phenology in temperate forests is critical for forecasting important processes such as carbon storage. One major forecasting method for phenology is the growing degree day (GDD) model, which tracks heat accumulation. Forecasts using GDD models typically assume that the GDD threshold for a species is constant across diverse landscapes, but increasing evidence suggests otherwise. Shifts in climate with anthropogenic warming may change the required GDD. Variation in climate across space may also lead to variation in GDD requirements, with recent studies suggesting that fine-scale spatial variation in climate may matter to phenology. Here, we combine simulations, observations from an urban and a rural site, and Bayesian hierarchical models to assess how consistent GDD models of budburst are across species and space. We built GDD models using two different methods to measure climate data: on-site weather stations and local dataloggers. We find that estimated GDD thresholds can vary up to 20% across sites and methods. Our results suggest our studied urban site requires fewer GDDs until budburst and may have stronger microclimate effects than the studied rural site, though these effects depend on the method used to measure climate. Further, we find that GDD models are less accurate for early-active species and may become less accurate with warming. Our results suggest that local-scale forecasts based on GDD models for spring phenology should incorporate these inherent accuracy issues of GDD models, alongside the variations we found across space, species and warming. Testing whether these issues persist at larger spatial scales could improve forecasts for temperate forests.

1. Introduction

Understanding and predicting spring plant phenology in temperate deciduous forests is critical as it both shapes community structure and influences resource and forest management [1,2]. Climate change and urbanization are advancing spring timing—such as budburst and leaf-out, which are strongly cued by temperature, resulting in longer growing seasons [3]. These shifts in growing seasons ultimately impact ecosystem services and forest management.

Spring budburst timing in particular can have cascading effects on pollinators [4,5], albedo [6], and carbon dynamics [7]. Temperate forests sequester carbon and help mitigate the negative effects of climate change; with earlier spring phenology and longer growing seasons, forests have increased carbon uptake [8]. Because of this, forecasting phenology accurately with climate change is a major and important aim across several fields of science including agronomy, ecology, evolution and hydrology [9–12].

One major forecasting method widely accepted and utilized across these fields is the growing degree day (GDD) model, which allows researchers to track thermal sums (or heat accumulation) to predict spring budburst [13–17]. While researchers have refined thermal sum models for some well-studied species, such as herbaceous crops, to be more precise [18,19], the GDD model remains widely accepted, and has been far more widely adapted for wild tree and shrub species [11,20,21]. An often-used form of the model takes the mean daily temperature—often 0 °C for forest trees (as estimates are proven to be more accurate, [22])—sums these temperatures each day and accumulates them until leafout. Different species generally require a different number of GDDs to leaf out, with early-leafout species requiring less than later-leafout species [23,17,24]. GDDs accumulate at a faster rate when mean temperatures are higher, thus different sites or different climate measurement methods may record different GDD thresholds for the same event [25]. Understanding the complexity of the apparently simple GDD model is essential for
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predicting the effects of climate change on systems where the climate is rapidly changing, including temperate forests.

Forecasts using GDD models often assume that the GDD required for a species, or even a suite of species (e.g., plant functional types), is constant across individual plants and locations, but increasing evidence suggests it may not be. Due to plasticity, the same individual could leaf-out at different GDD accumulations. This could be driven by additional cues underlying leafout, as decades of work show that chilling—related to winter temperatures—and photoperiod can shift the GDD a plant needs to trigger a phenological event [26–28]. Climate helps determine the role of chilling and photoperiod—and thus the required GDD [25, 29]. On a large-scale, climate gradients across space (i.e., latitudinal, continentality effects or due to global anthropogenic warming) may thus alter estimated GDD. On a smaller spatial scale, urbanization has led to the formation of urban heat islands, which can lead to earlier spring leafout—and varying GDD thresholds—potentially due to warmer winters reducing chilling [30].

Increasingly, researchers have suggested that urban environments provide a natural laboratory for assessing the effects of warming on temperate tree and shrub species as these sites have warmed faster than more rural habitats [31,32]. Additionally urban sites often house arboreta or botanical gardens that typically contribute long-term phenology records [33] or are used for experiments on phenology [34]. Recent work suggests arboreta and botanical gardens offer a unique lens to investigate climate change and local adaptation because these sites often incorporate varying seed sources—or provenance (i.e., origin) locations—thus mimicking common garden experiments [35]. Given these important roles of urban sites and the arboreta within them, understanding if results from urban sites directly translate to more natural forests has implications for both basic science and forecasts.

Provenance effects on spring phenology are related to phenology’s genetic component. Though local adaptation in spring phenology is generally much lower than in fall phenology [36–38], the required chilling, photoperiod and GDD for spring events can vary by population [39,40,29]. Currently, there is debate over the directional effect of provenance latitude on budburst timing and the associated shifts in phenological cue use. Some studies suggest that: 1) species from lower latitudes will be more reliant on photoperiod with climate change [28], 2) photoperiod will slow or constrain range expansion [41], 3) lower latitude species will require both strong photoperiod cues and more forcing in order to compensate for the lack of chilling, but photosensitivity may be more important at the cold (rather than the warm) range edge [42]. Additionally, there is evidence that 5) artificial light can counteract the photoperiod limitation [43], which could contribute to urban level effects in combination with latitudinal effects. Many arboreta keep diligent acquisition records, providing visitors and scientists information on seed sources [44], and the potential to test such provenance effects.

Climate on a smaller scale may also be important to determining spring phenology as it can vary significantly (e.g., as much as 2.6 °C between sensors at the same site or up to 6.6 °C within 1 km spatial units in northern Europe, [45,46]). Increasing evidence suggests that fine-scale climate may matter to phenology [47,48]. To facilitate scaling and minimize error due to these fine-scale climatic effects, which we refer to as microclimate effects, researchers often deploy standalone small, local dataloggers—such as HOBO sensors—which may provide higher resolution weather data [49,50].

Here, we aimed to address the following hypotheses using a case study approach where we compared trees in an urban arboretum (which has multiple provenances represented) to a rural forested site (which only has one provenance represented): 1) required GDD in an urban arboretum will vary from a rural forested site, where we predicted that more GDDs would be required to trigger leafout at the urban site due to lower chill accumulation, 2) individuals from more northern provenance locations will require fewer GDDs to budburst, and 3) microclimate effects will lead to variation in GDD within sites. To better interpret our results and GDD models we used simulations, which have been used previously to understand the value of GDD models to predicting budburst (e.g., [51]).

2. Material and methods

We chose two sites—one urban arboretum and one rural forest—with overlapping species and climates to compare the number of GDDs to budburst across species. The urban site is in Boston, MA at the Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University (42°17’ N –71°8’ W). The Arnold Arboretum is 281 acres, contains numerous woody plant taxa from North America, Europe and Asia and has an elevation range of approximately 13–73 m. We used budburst observations (i.e., defined as the ‘beginning of sprouting or bud breaking; shoot emergence’ as BBCH scale 07, see [52]) from 77 individuals collected by citizen science volunteers from the Tree Spotters group at the Arnold Arboretum, facilitated through the National Phenology Network (https://www.usapn.org/taxonomy/term/436). Observations were typically recorded every one to two days by at least one volunteer [53].

Of the total tree individuals observed, 26 had provenance latitude information ranging from 33.79 to 52.54, whereas the remaining 51 individuals originated at the Arnold Arboretum. The tree species observed at the Arnold Arboretum were Acer rubrum, Acer saccharum, Aesculus flava, Betula alleghaniensis, Betula nigra, Carya glabra, Carya ovata, Fagus grandifolia, Populus deltoides, Quercus alba, Quercus rubra, and Tilia americana and the shrub species were Hamamelis virginiana, Vaccinium corymbosum, and Viburnum nudum.

The rural forest site is in Petersham, MA at the Harvard Forest (42°31’53.5’’ N –72°11’24.1’’ W) and all individuals are naturally grown so provenance latitude is the same as the growing latitude. The Harvard Forest is 1446 acres and has a range of elevation of 220–410 m. We again used budburst observations—defined as BBCH stage 07 and collected by Dr. John O’Keefe weekly [54]—across 63 individuals, all with the same provenance and growing latitude of 42.53.

The tree species observed at the Harvard Forest site were Acer rubrum, Acer saccharum, Betula alleghaniensis, Fagus grandifolia, Fraxinus americana, Quercus alba and Quercus rubra and the shrub species were Acer pensylvanicum and Hamamelis virginiana. Thus, the overlapping species between the two sites include: Acer rubrum, Acer saccharum, Betula alleghaniensis, Hamamelis virginiana, Fagus grandifolia, Quercus alba and Quercus rubra.

We deployed 15 local dataloggers (HOBO from Onset Corporation) at both the Arnold Arboretum and the Harvard Forest site along long-term phenology observation routes [54,53]. Because we were interested in plant-experienced climate we placed loggers at approximately 1.3 m above the ground without radiation shields. We first calibrated loggers by placing them all in a growth chamber at 4°C for 24 h and adjusted the recordings by subtracting the deviations from 4°C. We compared these HOBO logger temperatures to weather station temperatures. Weather stations at each site were on towers. HOBO loggers were deployed in October 2018 and phenology observations from the spring of 2019 were used in this study. We attempted to collect phenology observations and temperature data for 2020, but due to the COVID-19 pandemic we were only able to consistently collect data for 2019.

2.2. Simulations

We simulated ‘test data’ (sometimes referred to as ‘artificial data,’ see [51]) to assess inference from our models on teasing out effects of microclimate effects versus provenance versus potential differences across weather station and HOBO logger data. Our simulations were designed to test the following potential effects: 1) more GDDs would be required to trigger leafout at urban environments, 2) presence of...
provenance effects (i.e., there were multiple provenance latitudes at the urban arboretum site but only one at the rural forest site), 3) presence of microclimate effects (at one or both sites) accurately measured by HOBO loggers. Our models of microclimate effects assume station and local (HOBO) dataloggers collect equally accurate data, but this may not be true either because of the sensors, or because the plants experience important differences in weather compared to the loggers. We were interested in whether such differences in accuracy would manifest in models differently than microclimate effects. Thus, we also tested: 4) weather stations or HOBO loggers are effectively ‘noisier’ (less accurate) data for GDD models compared to the other.

To run our simulations, we assumed each species required a different GDD threshold (drawing each species’ requirement from a normal distribution). We then simulated climate data by again establishing a distribution around a mean temperature for each site, with mean temperatures matching real climate data. Using this climate data, we found the day of budburst when the unique GDD threshold was met for each individual. To test that plants located in urban locations require the accumulation of more GDDs, we increased the GDD threshold for individuals at the more urban locations. To test the provenance latitude hypothesis, we made individuals from more northern provenances require fewer GDDs. To test microclimate effects, we built our climate data then added variation to this weather data to create “microclimate” effects. To test for the effect of noise, we added noise by increasing the standard deviation value for our random distribution around a mean temperature for each method.

We additionally examined the accuracy of GDD models using different base temperatures in combination with warming through simulations. To evaluate the accuracy of GDD models, we used different base temperatures for GDD (i.e., we simulated cases where the species’ base temperature was 0 °C versus 10 °C) with variation in sigma (i.e., the degree of ‘noise’ or variation) around mean temperatures (i.e., 0.1 °C and 1 °C, where higher sigma yield higher simulated variability in daily temperatures). We also tested GDD accuracy across various GDD threshold requirements with warming of 1 °C to 10 °C and using varying GDD threshold requirements for budburst without warming. Accuracy was evaluated as a ratio of observed GDD divided by the expected GDD, with perfect accuracy measured as 1. Values that deviate from 1 represent a percent change in inaccuracy (e.g., 1.1 is 10% inaccurate; values are never less than 1 because observed GDD must always be equal to or greater than expected GDD in order for the threshold for budburst to be met).

2.3. Data analysis

Using Bayesian hierarchical models with the rstan package [55], version 2.19.2, in R [56], version 3.3.1, we estimated the effects of urban, provenance, and method and all two-way interactions as predictors on GDDs until budburst. We measured GDDs for both the empirical models and the simulation models by subtracting the base temperature (i.e., 0 °C) from the mean daily temperature and then summing up these differences over days [57] since January 1. If the mean temperature was below 0 °C, then no GDDs were accumulated on that day. We additionally tested accuracy across varying baseline temperatures in our simulations. Species were modeled hierarchically as grouping factors, which generates an estimate and posterior distribution of the overall response across the 15 species used in our simulations and 17 species used in our real data. We ran four chains, each with 2 500 warm-up iterations and 3 000 iterations for a total of 2 000 posterior samples for each predictor for each model using weakly informative priors. Increasing priors three-fold did not impact our results. We evaluated our model performance based on R^2 values that were close to one and did not include models with divergent transitions in our results. We also evaluated high n_eff (2000 for most parameters, but as low as 708 for a couple of parameters in the simulated provenance latitude model). We additionally assessed chain convergence and posterior predictive checks visually [58]. We report means ± 50% uncertainty intervals in the main text because these intervals are more computationally stable [58,59]. See Tables S1-S7 for 95% uncertainty intervals. In model output figures, we also report variance (i.e., the ‘sigma’ values) around major parameters from the model, which describe partitioning of variance within the model [58]. We standardized all model predictors to allow direct comparison across model estimates; all estimates (unless otherwise noted) are relative to the rural, forested site using local datalogger (HOBO) data from our models.

2.4. Shiny application

To show the above simulations, real data, and forecasts in one location we use a Shiny Application (https://impactforecasting.shinyapps.io/ecomodels_GDD/). Using the R package ‘shiny’ [60], version 1.6.0, we developed a Shiny App that contains five pages: 1) ‘Home,’ which has information on the application, 2) ‘Hypothesis Testing,’ which runs the simulation data and allows users to manipulate the inputs, 3) ‘Simulation Data for Model Testing,’ which runs simulation data to test the model and make sure the model outputs are accurate, 4) ‘Real Data and Analyze Results,’ which uses real data and runs analyses to be used to compare to the ‘Hypothesis Testing’ output and 5) ‘Forecasting GDD with Warming,’ which forecasts GDD accuracy under warming.

3. Results

3.1. Simulations

We found that we could accurately recover two simple effects of 1) urban sites requiring more GDDs until budburst (Fig. 1a and Table S1) and 2) more northern provenances requiring fewer GDDs until budburst (Fig. 1b and Table S2).

Simulations for microclimate effects (at both sites) and the simulations for noisy (i.e., less accurate HOBO logger estimates) reported similar results. Including microclimates at both sites led to more variable estimates for the method parameter with local (HOBO) dataloggers requiring more GDDs until budburst. This occurred because when we simulated microclimate effects across the sites we included greater variation in temperature for the HOBO logger data, which led to more days at higher temperatures, and ultimately a day of budburst that recorded higher GDDs (this was recovered in the negative slope of the method parameter, see Fig. 1c and Table S3). When we manipulated the simulations to have noisy weather station data, noise was recovered as the sigma for the method parameter (Fig. 1d and Table S4) and weather stations required slightly more GDDs until budburst. When we manipulated the simulations to have noisy local (HOBO) dataloggers, the output was nearly identical (Fig. 1e and Table S5), but HOBO loggers required slightly more GDDs until budburst.

3.2. Simulations: GDD accuracy

We found the GDD model is less accurate with warming, and accuracy decreased at a faster rate with the lower base temperature (i.e., 0 °C) than with the higher base temperature (i.e., 10 °C, Fig. 2). Using the 10 °C base temperature, GDD accuracy was highest across all GDD thresholds and across all scenarios of warming. Without warming, the GDD model was more accurate for individuals that have high GDD thresholds and when base temperatures are higher (i.e., 10 °C; Figure S1). Additionally, variability in accuracy increased with higher simulated variability in daily temperatures under warming conditions and across GDD thresholds (Figure S1 and Fig. 2).

3.3. Empirical data

Mean temperature from January 1 until May 31 at the urban arboretum site was 4.39 °C and was 1.42 °C at the rural forested site using
weather station climate data (Fig. 3). Using climate data from HOBO loggers, mean spring temperature at the urban arboretum was 6.13 °C and was 1.78 °C at the rural forested site (Fig. 3). Overall, the local (HOBO) dataloggers generally recorded higher temperatures than the weather station at the urban arboretum site (with a mean difference of 1.75 °C and a standard deviation of 1.03 °C, Figure S2). There was greater variation in recorded temperature from the weather station at the rural forested site, though it did not typically record higher or lower temperatures than the local (HOBO) dataloggers: the mean difference was 0.55 °C with a standard deviation of 1.04 °C (Figure S2).

Individual plants at the urban arboretum site required fewer GDDs to budburst than individuals at the rural forested site (as mentioned above, all values are given as percent and mean ± 50% uncertainty intervals, relative to the rural forested site using local (HOBO) datalogger temperature data; –9.3%, –40.75 ± 19.42 GDDs until budburst; Fig. 4 and Table S6). We also found high variation in GDDs between the two methods (sigma of 17.13 GDDs until budburst) though the mean effect is close to zero (0.34%, 1.47 ± 13.69 GDDs until budburst). Weather station data at the arboretum required the fewest number of GDDs until budburst (method x site interaction: –9.94%, –43.53 ± 15.51 GDDs until budburst). This interactive effect of method x site was the strongest predictor of GDDs, even stronger than the effect of site. This is likely due to both higher temperatures and greater variation in temperatures recorded by local (HOBO) dataloggers at the urban arboretum (Fig. 3 and Figure S2). Local (HOBO) dataloggers across the two sites reported similar estimates of GDDs until budburst, whereas the weather station at the arboretum reported much lower GDDs until budburst than the rural forest weather station (Fig. 5).

GDD thresholds for species ranged from 132 to 667, with shrubs generally requiring fewer GDDs until budburst than trees (Figure S3). Our raw empirical data and model output suggests shrubs require fewer GDDs (i.e., mean of 386 GDD) until budburst than trees (mean of 407 GDD; Figure S3). At the rural site, species, and functional-type (tree versus shrub) GDD estimates were consistent across the climate data method used, whereas there was a bigger difference between the two methods at the urban arboretum. Individuals across all species at the rural forest site required more GDDs until budburst than at the urban arboretum (Fig. 6a and b), but there was large variation in species requirements across the two climate data methods, especially for the raw data (Fig. 6c). The model output estimates comparing the two climate data methods show very little difference in GDD requirements for all species though there is large variation around the estimates (Fig. 6d).

Finally, we found no major effect of provenance latitude on GDDs until budburst though there was a slightly positive trend, with more northern provenance latitudes requiring more GDDs until budburst (16.17 ± 13.64 GDDs until budburst; Figure S4 and Table S7), but the variance around species was large (sigma of 14.45 GDDs until budburst). The effect of method on GDDs until budburst was close to zero (–5.7 ± 8.52 GDDs until budburst). The interaction of provenance by method was also close to zero (–2.44 ± 13.25 GDDs until budburst), but the variance across species was large (sigma of 12.89 GDDs until budburst).

4. Discussion

Our case study approach, which compared GDD requirements necessary to trigger leafout between an urban arboretum and a rural forested site in combination with simulations suggest important variation across locations, climate data and species when using GDD to model budburst in forest trees. Similar to other research [30], we found the urban site was warmer, but this did not translate to individuals requiring more GDDs as we hypothesized, but rather fewer GDDs. Our simulations showed that teasing out microclimatic effects from noisy weather data can be difficult. However, using these simulations to help interpret our empirical results, our findings suggest microclimatic effects at both locations, with a larger effect of microclimate at the urban arboretum site. Regardless of site or climate data method used, shrubs consistently
required fewer GDDs until budburst than trees, which has important implications for model forecasts. Our simulations highlight, that early-active species, such as shrubs will inherently be estimated less accurately than later-leafout species using GDD models [61]. These findings have relevance to local-scale forecasting. Land managers of temperature forests working at local to smaller regional scales may want to consider how microclimatic, species-level effects and GDD accuracy issues could impact their planning with climate change. As our climatic and species-level data were gathered at a relatively small spatial scale, extending these findings to larger spatial scales (e.g., with remote sensing etc.) to test whether simple approaches like GDD thresholds may still perform reasonably well is an important next step.

While there is growing interest to use arboreta to understand provenance effect [35], we did not find any clear pattern with provenance latitude. This could be due to the weak effect of latitude on spring phenology [42], or our limited sample, especially in its range of provenance latitudes (Figure S5). Given the potential for latitude to have a small effect size, we suggest future studies interested in teasing out provenance effects should include a greater range of latitudes and/or more sampled trees across this range, compared to our study.

4.1. Variation across and within sites and among species suggests important variation for forecasting

Our finding that individuals growing in urban environments require fewer GDDs—which was consistent across species—contributes to increasing evidence that trees in urban areas may respond differently than those in forested, rural areas [30]. This suggests that long-term records and experiments conducted in urban areas may not be transferable to larger scales, including in models that incorporate forested rural areas.

The lower GDD requirement in the arboretum could be due to shifts in other phenological cues in urban settings. While light is highly altered in urban settings [62], increasing evidence suggests it is a weak cue for spring tree phenology compared to chilling [63]. Higher over-winter chilling in the urban site, however, could explain our findings. While numerous studies assume warming will decrease chilling [64,65,57], actual effects of warming depend on the range of temperatures over which plants accumulate chilling. Recent research suggests individuals can accumulate chilling at temperatures as high as 10°C [66]—or even up to 15°C in subtropical trees [67]—but the duration of winter can be equally important. Additionally, if temperatures are below the chilling accumulation threshold—which may occur at cooler sites where temperatures are more frequently too cold to accumulate chilling—then we would expect less over-winter chilling accumulation at colder sites. These results suggest caution when using urban sites as natural experiments, as these sites may not mirror forest habitats, especially in terms of chilling accumulation.

Our finding of lower GDDs until budburst at the urban site, depends on the method of recording climate data. We found the urban effect was weaker when estimated using local (HOBO) dataloggers at both sites. Further studies that investigate more rural and associated urban sites are necessary to test if local dataloggers consistently lessen the urban effect—as we saw here. Our results suggest that microclimatic effects,
and the location of the weather station, may have major impacts on our interpretation of how different GDD requirements are for trees in urban versus rural sites. Additionally, different types of temperature logging equipment could vary in accuracy. Future studies should assess multiple types of equipment at each site to better estimate variation.

Our results additionally indicate microclimatic effects at both sites, but a larger effect of microclimate at the urban arboretum site. At the rural forested site, there was greater variation in temperatures recorded from the local (HOBO) dataloggers than the weather station, but overall, the climate data from the local dataloggers and the weather station were more similar. Further, the difference in temperatures between the two methods at the arboretum occurred at biologically meaningful temperatures: the weather station tended to record cooler temperatures than most of the local dataloggers (Fig. 3), putting the weather station temperatures often close to or under 0 °C at the same time that some local dataloggers were above 0 °C—the base temperature for accumulating GDD in many forest tree models [22], and the base temperature we used here. This effect may be due to canopy differences between the two sites, with the urban arboretum having a generally open-canopy and high variation of species (and thus canopy types) across space, versus our studied closed-canopy, rural forest where species composition was more consistent; or due to effects of roads and other urban structures at the urban arboretum [68–70]. Additionally, at the rural site, the weather station is situated in the middle of the forest, whereas the weather station in the arboretum is located on a hill towards the edge of the site. As we have only one of each location type and a single year of data, our

---

**Fig. 3.** Here we show a breakdown of the climate data across the two sites with darker lines representing weather station data and the lighter, more transparent lines of varying line types representing the HOBO loggers: a) a series of smoothing splines of mean temperature with 90% uncertainty interval and b) actual mean temperature.

**Fig. 4.** Empirical Data: we show (a) the main effects and variance (sigma) of site (urban versus rural) and climate data method (weather station versus HOBO loggers), as well as their interaction, on GDDs until budburst. The intercept represents the HOBO logger data for the rural forested site. More positive values indicate more GDDs are required for budburst whereas more negative values suggest fewer GDDs are required. Dots and thin lines show means and 90% uncertainty intervals and thick lines show 50% uncertainty intervals. See Table S6 for full model output. We also show (b) histograms of GDDs at the urban arboretum and rural forested site using weather station data and HOBO logger data.
show the mean estimates for each site and method with 50% uncertainty intervals shown as error bars. Modeled estimates suggest there was a difference of station data versus HOBO logger data) on GDDs until budburst (a) as a boxplot across each method and site combination using raw data and (b) using model output to show the mean estimates for each site and method with 50% uncertainty intervals shown as error bars. Modeled estimates suggest there was a difference of approximately 30 GDDs between the urban and rural sites using the hobo loggers, whereas the difference was approximately 70 GDDs using weather station data.

results should be interpreted cautiously; however, they suggest that the collection method for weather data impacts phenology models, which is echoed by other work comparing weather collection methods (e.g., [48]).

4.2. Accuracy of GDD models varies predictably with species and daily temperature

Our results support concerns that predicting from GDD models may not be appropriate given continued warming [22]. With warming, GDDs accumulate at a higher daily rate, which will reduce accuracy of determining the actual GDD threshold for budburst phenology [25]. Additionally, accuracy is greater for later-active species because they have higher GDD thresholds than early-active species. Our simulations show that a lower GDD threshold means a lower accuracy (GDD observed: GDD expected) because being off by a day is a small effect for higher GDD threshold species (and hence greater days to budburst) than for lower GDD threshold species. We also found through simulations that species with a higher base temperature will be estimated more accurately through GDD models (given the same GDD threshold).

These results—across warming, GDD thresholds, and base temperatures—all highlight an intrinsic reality to GDD models: because they are accumulated each day, they are more accurate when there are more days to an event. More days to an event can occur via lower daily temperatures, higher GDD thresholds or higher base temperatures. Accuracy also depends on climate variability because high variability means some days will accumulate GDDs quickly, which can override the trend we see of higher GDD thresholds being more accurate. In reality temperature variance likely changes over the spring [71], rendering climate change effects even harder to decipher. These issues are not inherently unique to GDD models—any biological process dependent on temperature that is measured over days becomes less accurate with warming—but they highlight realities to using GDD models for forecasts, including how accuracy may inherently be lower for warmer areas, and early-active species.

4.3. Accurately attributing observed variation requires greater insights into climate methods and phenology

As climate is one of the strongest environmental factors contributing to ecosystem change, it is essential to measure weather data as accurately and efficiently as possible. Thus, determining which methods are most accurate is the first step to establishing fine-scale climatic variation and better forecasts of phenology with climate change [48]. Our results show that large fluctuations in spring temperatures leads to higher GDDs until budburst since GDDs accumulate faster with higher spring temperature variability—and, ultimately, more frequent high temperature days. Our simulations suggest teasing out noise versus microclimate effects can be difficult, and that we must better understand what underlies temperature variability (i.e., inaccurate methods or microclimate effects) to improve our phenology forecasts based on GDD.

More accurately modeling GDDs under climate change will require additional studies of how local climate determines phenology. More research on climate methods, including specific studies that compare results using local dataloggers at different locations in the canopy, and to apply these treatments next to both weather stations and to the trees or shrubs of interest, may be especially useful. We also suggest further studies on the effects of radiation shields on overall precision and accuracy of the temperatures recorded [72]. Understanding how important radiation shields are for GDD models, however, requires a better understanding of what temperatures are most important to plant phenology (e.g., bud temperature, including influences of bud color and structure and their interaction with solar radiation, versus air temperature, [73]). Additionally, as many ecosystem models predict phenology by functional type rather than species, more studies that discern differences in GDD requirements across functional types are crucial. Our results suggest we may fundamentally estimate early-active species, such as shrubs, less accurately with GDD models, and highlight the need to incorporate this uncertainty.
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Fig. 6. Empirical Data: Using real data, we show (a) the effects of site (urban versus rural) on GDDs until budburst across all species used in the study. We also show model output for the same relationship in (b). In panel (c), we show the effects of climate data method (weather station versus HOBO logger) on GDDs until budburst across all species and see the model output for the same relationship in (d). Using empirical data, we see that individuals at the rural site generally require more GDDs until budburst than trees and there is large variation in GDD requirement between the two climate data methods (see 1:1 dashed line).
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